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Abstract

The growing use of clusters in diverse applications, many of which have real-time constraints, requires
quality-of-service (QoS) support from the underlying cluster interconnect. All prior studies on QoS-aware cluster
routers/networks have used simulation for performance evaluation. In this paper, we present an analytical model
for a wormhole-switched router with QoS provisioning. In particular, the model captures message blocking due
to wormhole switching in a pipelined router, and bandwidth sharing due to a rate-based scheduling mechanism,
called VirtualClock. Then we extend the model to a hypercube-style cluster network. Average message latency
for different traffic classes and deadline missing probability for real-time applications are computed using the
model.

We evaluate a 16-port router and hypercubes of different dimensions with a mixed workload of real-time
and best-effort (BE) traffic. Comparison with the simulation results shows that the single router and the net-
work models are quite accurate in providing the performance estimates, and thus can be used as efficient design
tools.
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1. Introduction

Quality-of-service (QoS) provisioning in clusters is becoming a critical issue with the widespread use
of clusters in diverse commercial applications. The traditional best-effort (BE) service model that has
been used for scientific computing is not adequate to support many cluster applications with varying
consumer expectations. As an example, many web servers and database servers make efficient use of
clustering technology from cost, scalability, and availability standpoints. However, the tremendous surge
in dynamic web contents, multimedia objects, e-commerce, and other web-enabled applications requires
QoS guarantees in different connotations. This in turn mandates that the cluster system, and hence the the
cluster interconnect, should be able to handle user specified service demands instead of adopting thesame-
service-to-allmodel. High performance cluster networks, also known as system area networks (SANs),
usually use switch-based architectures. Most commercial routers (switches) such as SGI SPIDER, Cray
T3D/E, Tandem Servernet-II, Intel Cavallino, IBM SP2, and Myricom Myrinet[1–6] use wormhole
switching to provide high performance. However, they have not been designed for QoS assurance except
for the Servernet-II[3], which provides a link arbitration policy (called ALU-biasing) for implementing
limited bandwidth and delay control. Hence, design and analysis of QoS capable routers1 and cluster
networks has become a current research focus[7,8].

In view of this, a few router architectures with QoS provisioning have been proposed recently[9–
11,7,12,13]. Most of these designs have used a hybrid approach with two different types of switching
mechanisms within the same router—one for best-effort traffic and the other for real-time traffic. They
have refrained from using wormhole switching because of the potential unbounded delay for real-time
traffic.

On the contrary, since wormhole switching has been adopted in most commercial routers, it would
really be advantageous if we could leverage off of the large amount of effort that has gone into the
design and development of such routers, and make them QoS capable with minimal design changes.
Some recent modifications to wormhole routers have been considered for handling traffic priority[14–
20]. The options vary from providing hardware support in the router for bandwidth assurance[14,17–20]
to software solutions on existing routers[16]. In the hardware approach, the most logical solution is to
assign separate virtual channels (VCs) (the VC concept was introduced by Dally[21].) to different traffic
classes and use a rate-based scheduling mechanism such as Fair Queueing (FQ)[22] or VirtualClock[23]
to share the link bandwidth proportionately[14,18,20]. Techniques such as preemption of a lower priority
traffic in favor of a higher priority traffic[17,19] is likely to provide better performance, but at added
complexity. Software solution like the self-synchronizing scheduling[16] does not need any hardware
modification, but the solution may not be scalable.

A limitation of all prior studies on routers/networks that support integrated traffic is that they use
simulation to evaluate the performance of various design trade-offs. In addition, the evaluations are
confined to a single router in many cases. For example, in[9,18,20]where the router designs are evaluated
with multimedia video streams, the study is limited to a single (4-port/8-port) router or a small network.
Detailed flit-level simulation is quite expensive and prohibits full-blown analyses of various design trade-
offs, especially in large networks. On the other hand, an accurate analytical model can provide quick
performance estimates with various design parameters and will be a valuable design tool. For example,

1 QoS capable routers for Internet have been designed with various flavors. ATM networks can provide QoS guarantee, but
incur high latency. We are specially interested in low-latency cluster networks based on cut-through switching.
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we can analyze the impact of different buffer organizations, traffic types and link widths on overall system
performance much faster by avoiding tedious and time-consuming simulation.

We present in this paper a mathematical model for analyzing QoS capable cluster networks. We
use a bottom-up approach first by developing the model for a single router and then extending it to a
network. Here, we use a hypercube-style cluster network primarily to keep the analysis tractable due
to the symmetric nature of the network. Such a topology has been used in the SGI Origin architecture
[24]. However, our QoS-capable router model can be extended to any regular topology such ask-ary
n-cubes and meshes as long as the topology and routing algorithm can be captured mathematically. In
fact, it should be possible to integrate our router model with the prior network models[25–29]to analyze
different QoS-aware cluster networks.

Like many commercial designs, we use a pipelined wormhole router architecture. The model considers
an integrated workload consisting ofC different classes of traffic. (C − 1) classes represent real-time
applications with distinct service requirements. The last class is used for best-effort traffic. Each class is
statically assigned at least one VC, and the VCs are scheduled with a rate-based scheduling algorithm,
VirtualClock[23], to regulate the bandwidth requirements. The model computes average message latency
(includes router/network latency and source queueing delay) for different classes, and the deadline missing
probability for real-time workloads. While the first performance metric is an important criterion to evaluate
the effectiveness of a network design with different workloads, the deadline missing probability is a QoS
parameter for time-constrained applications.

Two main contributions of this analytic model are that it captures the chained blocking possible in
pipelined wormhole-switched networks, and the bandwidth sharing mechanism of the VirtualClock al-
gorithm in finding the average latency. Unlike the prior lumped delay models[25–27], here we analyze
the contention at different stages of a pipelined router. Moreover, the average behavior analysis of the
VirtualClock algorithm is applicable to other work conserving techniques such as Fair Queueing[22] and
Weighted Round Robin (WRR).

We validate the single router model (16-port) and the cluster network model (up to 7-cubes) through
extensive simulation. We use a mixed workload of three traffic classes (C = 3, two real-time and one
best-effort) in this study. It is shown that the models are quite accurate in predicting the average delay and
deadline missing probability. Using the model, it is not only possible to predict the per class QoS behavior,
but also the impact of application mix. In addition, the model can quantify different components of a
message latency (queueing time, transfer time, blocking time), effect of buffer length, and other design
trade-offs in an effective manner. Thus, it can be used as an efficient design tool to analyze network and
application centric performance parameters.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section2, the router architecture and the VirtualClock
algorithm are discussed. In Section3, we present the analytic models. The performance results are
analyzed in Section4, followed by the concluding remarks in Section5.

2. A QoS-aware router architecture

Most routers now use a pipelined design to minimize the network cycle time[30,31]. Accordingly,
we use a pipelined, wormhole-switched router in this paper.Fig. 1shows the pipelined router consisting
of five stages. Stage 1 of the pipeline represents the functional units, which synchronize the incoming
flits, demultiplex a flit so that it can go to the appropriate input virtual channel buffer to be subsequently
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Fig. 1. The pipelined router architecture with a full crossbar.

decoded. If the flit is a header flit, routing decision and arbitration for the correct crossbar output is
performed in the next two stages (Stage 2 and Stage 3). On the other hand, middle flits and the tail flit of
a message directly move to Stage 4. Flits get routed to the correct crossbar output port in Stage 4. Finally,
the last stage of the router performs buffering for flits flowing out of the crossbar, multiplexes the physical
channel bandwidth amongst multiple VCs, and transmits one flit at a time to the neighboring router or to
the network interface of the node attached to this router.

In thisn-port router architecture, we provide one VC for each of theC traffic classes (thusC input and
output VCs). More VCs per class should improve the performance. Note that the crossbar used in our
router is called afull crossbarsince it hasn× C inputs andn× C outputs. The model can be modified
for a multiplexed crossbar, where the VC multiplexing will be done before the crossbar stage.

Unlike the lumped router models analyzed before[32,26,27,29], a message entering the above pipelined
router can experience delay at Stages 1, 3 and 5 of the router. In Stage 1, if the corresponding input buffer
is full, the message must wait outside the router until adequate space is available. In Stage 3, the message
again may be delayed because its destination crossbar output port could be busy. Crossbar output port
arbitration is performed at a message level granularity. So the message has to wait until the output port
is released by the message currently using it. Finally in Stage 5, multiple VCs compete for the physical
channel bandwidth. Traditionally, a round Robin (RR) or FIFO scheduler is used to schedule the output
channel in a time-division manner.

The above router design is modified to support QoS provisioning by simply incorporating a rate-based
scheduling algorithm in Stage 5 to share the physical channel bandwidth. Similar techniques have been
proposed for the Internet router line cards. We use the VirtualClock algorithm[23] in this paper although
all the three rate-based scheduling algorithms (VirtualClock, Fair Queueing and Weighted Round Robin)
are shown to provide similar performance.
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In the VirtualClock algorithm, there are two variables, calledauxVCandVtick for each connection.
The values of these two variables are determined when a connection is set up. TheauxVCindicates the
virtual clock value of the connection, while theVtick is the amount of time that should be incremented
whenever a flit arrives at that connection. TheVtickvalue specifies the interarrival time of packets from
the connection. Therefore, a smallerVtickvalue implies higher bandwidth. Once these two values are set,
the VirtualClock algorithm works as follows. For each connectioni, when a flit arrives at the scheduler,
the following computation is done.

auxVCi← max(real time, auxVCi),
auxVCi← auxVCi + Vticki,
timestamp the packets with theauxVCi.

In this study, we are interested in a connectionless paradigm without any explicit connection setup
since this provides more efficient use of the network resources. Thus, we assign theVtickvalue for each
class not per a connection. TheVtickc value for real-time traffic belonging to classc is given by 1/(λgcM)
whereλgc is the arrival rate of classcandM the message length. ThisVtickvalue specifies the interarrival
time of flits from the same class.

The packets are queued and serviced in increasing timestamp order. For the best-effort traffic, theVtick
value is set as∞. So, the best-effort flits are processed only if there are no other flits with lower timestamp
values.

3. An analytical model

In this section, we develop a mathematical model for a single router and then extend it to a hypercube
network. The motivation for developing a single router model is two fold. First, the model can be used
for evaluating small, single node clusters. Second, it can be extended to any other topology by capturing
the impact of the network and routing algorithm. The hypercube topology is used as an example in this
paper to demonstrate the applicability of the model.

As described in the previous section, the router model assumes a pipelined architecture withP = 5
stages. The model is derived forC classes of traffic with different service requirements. Here, we assume
that there are (C − 1) real-time traffic classes and one class of best-effort traffic. Each class is assigned a
dedicated VC. (This assumption can be relaxed to assign multiple VCs to a class.) In addition, the model
is based on the following assumptions typically used in analytical models:

• The arrival pattern of each classc follows the Poisson processes with an average arrival rate ofλ
g
c .

• Messages areM-flit long.
• Message destinations are uniformly distributed.
• The input and output buffers (VCs) in Stages 1 and 5 can holdbs flits. Each class is assigned a dedicated

injection/ejection queue outside the router, and these queues have infinite capacity.

To capture the burstiness of real-time traffic, we also use an ON/OFF source for real-time traffic. The
ON/OFF traffic is generated as a stream of messages between a pair of source and destination nodes.
During the OFF period, the source does not generate any messages, while during the ON period, an
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exponentially distributed random number of messages, with an averageN, are generated at a fixed ratep.
The average generation rateai of streami with the average OFF time,I, is given by 1/ai = I/N + 1/p.
The average arrival rate of classc is λgc =∑

ai, whereai is the average rate of streami which belongs to
classc. The ON/OFF model with exponentially distributed ON and OFF times is commonly used[33,34].

The average message latency of classc (1≤ c ≤ C) is composed of the average network latency,Lc,
which is the time to traverse the router (network), and the average waiting time,Wc, at the injection
channel. Thus,

Latencyc = Lc +Wc. (1)

3.1. Single router model

The average network latency (Lc) of a message of classc consists of two parts. The first part is the
actual message transfer time,T. The second part is due to blocking caused by the wormhole switching
scheme, and due to sharing of the physical channel bandwidth by multiple VCs at Stage 5 ofFig. 1. The
actual transmission time withP pipeline stages in a single router is (P − 1+M) cycles for anM-flit
message.

In order to compute the second part of the network latency, let us defineBc as the average blocking
length (in number of flits) seen by the header flit at the input, output, and arbitration stage in the router.Bc
captures the message blocking in a pipelined wormhole router. Then the effective length of the message
becomes (M + Bc) flits. Let Sc be the average number of cycles required to transfer a flit of a classc
message.Sc represents the effect of bandwidth sharing mechanism of the VirtualClock algorithm. Thus,
the average network latency (Lc) for 1≤ c ≤ C is

Lc = P − 1+ (M + Bc)Sc. (2)

Since blocking can occur in Stages 1, 3, and 5 of the router as discussed in Section2, the average blocking
length (Bc) can be separated into three parts as

I = P [input buffer is not empty]·
{

max(bs,M)

2

}
,

O = P [output buffer is not empty]·
{

max(bs,M)

2

}
,

A = P [arbiter is busy]· M
2
,

whereI, O, andA represent the corresponding blocking lengths. In each of the above expressions, the
first term represents the probability that the corresponding buffer is not empty, and the second term is
the average message length that will be affected due to blocking. For example, if the input buffer is not
empty, the header flit will face an average delay of max(bs,M)/2 flits. In the steady state, since the input
and output rates of the router are the same, it is intuitively clear that the above three probabilities are
equal, and are denoted asPb,c.

The technique to calculate the average blocking length is similar to the previous wormhole
router models[25–29] except that we consider a pipeline router here. Since the pipelined worm-
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Fig. 2. Two server organizations. (a) Server without internal buffer, (b) Server with internal buffer.

hole router has input/output buffers, the blocking probability2 should be obtained differently. While
the blocking probability of a router without any buffer is the system utilization (= ρ) of anM/G/1
queue (shown inFig. 2(a)), that of a router with one message buffer (shown inFig. 2(b)) is∑∞
n=2P [the number of customers in the system= n] = ρ2 since blocking occurs when the buffer in the

router is full and the router is busy. For a router withbbuffers, the blocking probability can be generalized
as

∑∞
n=1+b P [X = n] = ρ(1+b) whereX is the number of messages in the router.

Since the input/output buffer sizes arebs flits, the blocking probability,Pb,c for classc (1≤ c ≤ C)
can be expressed as

Pb,c = (Lcλ
′
c)

1+2(max(bs,M)/M), (3)

whereλ′c is the steady state message arrival rate of classc traffic, and (Lcλ′c) the router utilization (ρc)
for classc. Sinceλ′c andLc are considered at the message-level granularity, the total buffer size (2bs
flits) of input and output queues becomes 2bs/M when converted to message length. (Note that we are
considering the worst case scenario here by using the entire buffer length 2bs.) Including the currently
serviced message, the total number of messages becomes 2bs/M + 1. Hence, the channel utilization (or
blocking probability of classc) is given by Eq.(3). The max(bs,M) term is used to capture the buffer
lengthbs < M, since a new message must wait until the service for the previous message is complete.
The steady state arrival rateλ′c in Eq.(3) is given by

λ′c = (1− Pb,c)λgc . (4)

Combining the three blocking lengths (I, O andA), Bc becomes

Bc = Pb,c
(

max(bs,M)+ M
2

)
. (5)

The next unknown term in Eq.(2) isSc, for 1≤ c ≤ C. Since the scheduler treats a real-time message and
a best-effort message differently, we computeSc separately for the two broad classes of traffic. First we
computeSc, 1≤ c ≤ C − 1, for all real-time traffic based on a Markov model, and then use a different
technique to computeSC for best-effort traffic.

2 Here,blocking probabilityimplies that a flit cannot enter the corresponding stage of the router because of unavailable buffer.
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When a real-time message of classc arrives at the output buffer, if other buffers are empty, it will take
only one cycle to transfer a flit from that message. Otherwise, the output channel bandwidth is shared
among the VCs according to the correspondingVtick values. For example, when two output buffers are
occupied by classi and j messages whoseVtick values areVticki andVtickj respectively, the number
of cycles to transfer a flit of classi (Si) is (1/Vticki + 1/Vtickj)/(1/Vticki), and the number of cycles
required for a flit of classj (Sj) is (1/Vticki + 1/Vtickj)/(1/Vtickj).

With (C − 1) classes of real-time traffic, for any tagged classi, there are 2C−2 combinations of other
real-time traffic that denote whether they occupy the corresponding VCs or not. All these combinations
will affect the output channel bandwidth sharing. To model this effect, we number the combinations
serially so that for each combinationk we can compute the effective cycle time. We can express the
average number of cycles per flit for real-time trafficc as

Sc =
2(C−2)−1∑
k=0

Sc(k)Pc(k) (6)

whereSc(k) is the number of cycles required for classc in thekth combination, andPc(k) the probability
of kth combination for trafficc.

LetZbe the buffer state of the (C − 1) output VCs assigned to real-time traffic. Then it can be expressed
with a bit stringZ = (d1, d2, . . . , dC−1), wheredi = 1 if the VC i is occupied, ordi = 0 otherwise. Let us
define|Z|j = dj, for 1≤ j ≤ (C − 1), where the stateZ = (d1, d2, . . . , dC−1). Then|Z|j indicates the
state of thejth output VC.

Definition 1. Let Z be a given state where|Z|c = 1.Thus,Z = (d1, d2, . . . , dc−1,1, dc+1, . . . , dC−1).The
numbering functionν, for a given Z and c, returns the serial number for each output buffer combination
as

ν(Z, c) =
C−2∑
j=1

d ′j2
j−1 where d ′j =

{
dj 1≤ j < c
dj+1 c ≤ j ≤ C − 2.

For a given real-time of classc that occupies VCc, we can find all combinations of the other (C − 2) VCs
from the above expression. Given (C − 1) types of real-time traffic, and a stateZ = (d1, d2, . . . , dC−1),
where|Z|c = 1 andν(Z, c) = k,

Sc(k) =
(
∑
∀j,dj=1 1/Vtickj)

(1/Vtickc)
. (7)

This generalization is obtained from the two class example discussed earlier. Next, the probability ofkth
combination for classc, Pc(k), can be determined using a Markov model. For example, let us consider
the state transitions for two classes of real-time traffic as shown inFig. 3. The two-tuple notation denotes
the presence or absence of the two traffic classes at the output VCs. Thus, state (1,0) denotes that the
output buffer for class 1 is occupied and that of class 2 is empty. The four states inFig. 3are numbered
Z0 toZ3. The transition rate between two adjacent states can be formalized as follows.

LetZ1 be a state such that thecth output buffer is empty (|Z1|c = 0) andZ2 be the state such that the
cth output buffer is not empty(|Z2|c = 1). The status of the rest (C − 2) buffers are all identical in the two
states to makeZ1 andZ2 adjacent. Using the definition ofν, we can findν(Z2, c) = k. Now, the transition
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Fig. 3. State transition diagram with 2 classes of real-time traffic.

rate from stateZ1 toZ2 is λ′c, whereλ′c is the traffic rate of thecth class (Eq.(4)), while the rate fromZ2

to Z1 is (1/Lc(k)− λ′c), whereLc(k) = P − 1+ (Bc +M)Zc(k) from Eq.(2). The transition rate from
Z2 is reduced byλ′c to account for the arrival of a message while channelc is busy. From the Markov
model, we get all the state probabilities,'Zi , 0≤ i ≤ 2C−1− 1. Then,

Pc(k) = 'Zu∑
∀j,|Zj |c=1'Zj

, where ν(Zu, c) = k. (8)

Let us use the prior two class example to show the computation ofSc. There are only two cases for
each class to denote the bandwidth sharing (0: no sharing, 1: sharing). LetS2(0) be the number of cycles
to transfer a flit of class 2 in the nosharing case. ThenS2(0)= 1. Let S2(1) be the number of cycles
to transfer a flit of class 2 in the sharing case. ThenS2(1)= (1/Vtick1+ 1/Vtick2)/(1/Vtick2). To find
the corresponding bandwidth sharing probabilities, we use the Markov model ofFig. 3. Considering a
specific example in the figure, the rate fromZ2 toZ3 isλ′2 while the rate fromZ3 toZ2 is (1/L2(1)− λ′2).
L2(1) using Eq.(2) becomes (P − 1+ (B̄2+M)S2(1)). Similarly,L2(0) becomes (P − 1+ (B̄2+M)).
Using these transition rates, we can find the state probabilities. The sharing probability of class 2,P2(1),
is'Z3/('Z1 +'Z3), and the nosharing probability of class 2,P2(0), is'Z1/('Z1 +'Z3).
Average number of cycles to transfer a flit of best-effort traffic(SC): Note that the above computation

for Sc is only for the (C − 1) classes of real-time traffic. Since theVtick value for the best-effort traffic
is set to infinite, the best-effort message only uses the empty cycles when there is no real-time traffic.
Moreover, transfer of best-effort flits can be interrupted if a real-time message arrives at the output buffer,
and should be resumed after the real-time traffic transfer is complete. This can be modeled as apreemptive
resume priority queue[35].

We model this phenomenon by computing the overall time to transfer a best-effort message ofM flits
long. This time, denoted asSm, consists of three parts. The first part is the actual service time, which isM
cycles. The second part is the average waiting time of the best-effort message or the residual service time
of all real-time messages already in the output buffers. Note that the situation here is slightly different
from the originalpreemptive resume priority queue disciplinemodel in that, in our case we have already
included the waiting time in the input and output buffers when we calculated the blocking length in Eq.
(5). Hence, we only need the waiting time when the best-effort message is at the head of output buffer.
This is written asRr/(1− (ρ1+ ρ2 . . .+ ρC−1)), whereRr is the residual time of all real-time messages
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in the output buffers, and is given by
∑C−1
c=1 λ

′
cM

2/2 [35]. The last part of the delay is due to preemption
of the best-effort traffic to yield to any of the (C − 1) classes of real-time traffic. This inflates the overall
transfer time by the channel utilization of (C − 1) classes.Sm now becomes

Sm = M + Rr

1− (ρ1+ ρ2+ · · · + ρC−1)
+
C−1∑
i=1

ρiSm.

The average number of cycles to transfer a best-effort flit after simplification becomes

SC = Sm
M
= (2− ρr)

2(1− ρr)2
. (9)

With'0 as the probability that there is no real-time traffic, we can findρr = 1−'0, whereρr =
∑C−1
i=1 ρi.

We can get'0 from the previous Markov model, where state 0 is (d1, d2, . . . , dC−1),∀j, dj = 0. All the
terms in Eq.(2) are now quantified to computeLc. Note that due to the inter-dependency betweenPb,c
andλ′c, the solution becomes iterative.

3.2. Modeling of a cluster interconnect

The single router model can be extended to most of the regular networks as long as the topology and
routing algorithm can be captured analytically. Models for such topologies like hypercubes, meshes, and
k-ary n-cubes have been developed to predict the performance of best-effort traffic[25–29]. Here, we
consider integrated traffic in the network, and use a hypercube topology to demonstrate this idea. We use
the deadlock-free e-cube routing algorithm for message transfer.

The wormhole-switched hypercube (n-cube) model proposed in[26] is combined with our pipelined
router model to compute the average message latency. The motivation for using the model proposed in
[26] is that it is not only quite accurate over the entire workload, but also computes the message latency
per link, which is required for accurate performance estimates per connection.

In ann-cube network, each node hasn input andnoutput links in addition to an injection and an ejection
channel for the local host. Messages generated by a node could travelh-hops, where 1≤ h ≤ n. Thus,
each physical channel is likely to experience a different load, and therefore, the single router model of
the previous section should be modified to express traffic analysis for each links, where 0≤ s ≤ n− 1.

3.2.1. Average network latency (Lc)
The actual transmission time with aP-stage router in ann-cube (̄T ) is (P − 1+ Ph̄+M) cycles,

where h̄ is the average number of hops a message travels in the hypercube. The average number of

hops is given bȳh =∑n
k=1 kPk, wherePk = nCk/(N − 1), and nCk =

(
n

k

)
. N (= 2n) is the number

of nodes in ann-cube. The average network latencyLc of Eq. (2) needs to be modified to consider the
latency for each classcwhen it starts with a specific physical channel. LetLc,s be the latency of a class
c message when it uses the physical channels as the first path to traverse towards its destination. Then
hs =

∑n−s−1
k=0 (k + 1) · n−s−1Ck/(2n−s−1) denotes the average number of hops a message travels starting

with the physical channelsas the first path.
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The network contention in the hypercube network is divided into three separate parts—blocking at the
input stage of the first router, blocking at the ejection channel of the last router, and blocking in the middle
routers. LetIc,s be the blocking length of a classc real-time message at Stage 1 of the first router that uses
channelsas the first route, and letOc,n be the blocking length at Stages 3 and 5 in the ejection channel
of the last router. Also, letBmiddle(c, s) be the blocking length between the source and the destination (i.e.
middle nodes) excluding the blocking length at Stage 1 of the source and the blocking length at Stages 3
and 5 of the destination. Note thatBmiddle(c, s) captures the effect of chained blocking possible along the
path whileIc,s andOc,n capture delay due to input and output stages being busy.

To compute the average number of cycles required to transfer a flit due to sharing of real-time messages
at the output VCs, we need to consider two separate cases again—sharing at the ejection channel and in
the rest of the channels. Consequently, letSc,s be the average number of cycles required to transfer a flit
of classcmessage that uses channels for its first path, andSc,n be the average number of cycles required
per flit in the ejection channel. With these definitions,Lc,s can be expressed as

Lc,s = {P − 1+ Phs} + {(Oc,n +M) · Sc,n} + {(Ic,s + Bmiddle(c, s)) · Sc,s}. (10)

The first term in Eq.(10) indicates the number of cycles the header will take without contention. The
second term represents the transfer time at the ejection channel (n). The total message length that includes
the blocking length (Oc,n) at the ejection channel and the message length (M) is multiplied by the average
number of cycles required to transfer a flit (Sc,n) at the ejection channel. Similarly, the total message
length at the input buffer (Ic,s) and in the middle nodes is multiplied by the inflated cycle time (Sc,s) to
find the last term of Eq.(10). The average network latency (Lc) becomes

Lc =
n−1∑
s=0

Lc,s ·
λ′c,s
λ′c
,

whereλ′c is the steady state message generation rate of classc, while λ′c,s is the steady state message
generation rate of classc for channels. We need three types of traffic rates to complete the delay analysis.
The first one isλgc,s which represents the message generation rate of classc for channels, the second is
λ′c,s, and the third isλc,s, the total steady state rate for channelc (including transit message). We have
used the traffic analysis equations given in[26]. For better readability, we defer the traffic rate equations
to the Appendix.

Now from Eq.(3), the probability of blocking for classc traffic in channelscan be written as

Psb,c = (Lc,sλc,s)
1+2(max(bs,M)/M). (11)

Note thatλc,s is the total rate here. Similarly Eq.(4) is modified as

λ′c,s = (1− Psb,c)λgc,s. (12)

The Ic,s andOc,n terms in Eq.(10) are similar to theI term andBc in the single router and are given
by Ic,s = (Psb,c ·max(bs,M)/2), andOc,n = (Pnb,c · (max(bs,M)/2+M/2)). Finally the average number
of cycles for transferring a flit at the ejection channel (Sc,n) and at the other output buffers (Sc,s) can be
obtained from Eqs.(6)–(8)after modifying the terms for representing the starting channels for classc
traffic. The only unknown term in Eq.(10) isBmiddle(c, s), which again for better readability, is deferred
to theAppendix A.
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Average number of cycles for transferring a flit of Best Effort traffic(Sc,s): Similar to the single router
model, now we need to compute the inflated number of cycles to transfer best-effort traffic. However,
we cannot use thepreemptive resume priority queue modelalone here due to the fact that the idle period
between best-effort flits becomes completely random while traversing through the network. Therefore,
we use theBusy and Idle periodconcepts from theM/G/1 queue to findSc,s andSc,n.

LetBusybe the average length of busy period andIdlebe the average length of idle period for real-time
traffic. Given the total rate of real-time trafficλgr =∑C−1

i=1 λ
g

i , theIdle andBusyperiods becomeIdle =
1/λgr andBusy = Idle(1−'0)/'0, where'0 is the probability that the server is idle (Idle/(Busy +
Idle) = '0).

A best-effort message could arrive during the idle period or busy period of real-time traffic.3 If
the message arrives during the idle period, then the message completion time isM cycles. If it ar-
rives during the busy period, the completion time is (M + Busy). In addition, a real-time traffic could
arrive during the transmission of a best-effort traffic. This increases the message completion time
by (M · ρr) or (M + Busy) · ρr corresponding to the above two cases, whereρr is the channel uti-
lization due to all real-time traffic as explained in Eq.(9). Hence, the total transfer time is given
by

Sm(s) = (M +M · ρr)'0+ (M + Busy + (M + Busy) · ρr)(1−'0). (13)

ThenSc,s can be obtained by dividingSm(s) by the message lengthM.
To computeSc,n for best-effort traffic in Eq.(10), we need to capture the delay between successive

flits of a best-effort message. Unlike most real-time transmissions, after the header flit of a best-effort
message arrives at the destination, the remaining flits will arrive in random intervals due to delay at
different hops of the network. Let the effective length of a best-effort message (Ms flits) be the difference
between the arrival time of the header flit and that of the tail flit when a message uses channels as the
first path. Each one of the (M − 1) flits will needS(C, s) cycles to transfer. However, the overall time can
be reduced due to blocking of the header flit in the middle routers, which is given byBmiddle(c, s).
Thus, the effective length of a best-effort message becomesMs = max(M, (M − 1)S(C, s)+ 1−
Bmiddle(C, s)). The extra one cycle in this expression represents the header flit transfer time at the ejection
channel.

Now using this effective message length, we compute the transfer time at the ejection channel by
considering the two cases used in deriving Eq.(13). While the best-effort message yields to real-time
traffic during a busy period, flits of the best-effort message gets accumulated in the buffer. So the effective
length of best-effort message decreases. To quantify this phenomenon, the (M + Busy) term in Eq.(13)
is replaced by (Ms/2+ Busy +M/2). Thus, the ejection channel transfer time is

Sm(n) = (Ms +Ms · ρr)'0+
(
Ms

2
+ Busy + M

2
+

(
Ms

2
+ Busy + M

2

)
· ρr

)
(1−'0).

Then,Sc,n can be obtained by dividingSm(n) by the message lengthM.

3 Actually there are three types of arrival epochs. In the third case, the arrival could span over the busy and idle period. For
simplicity, we handle only two cases here.
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3.3. Average waiting time at the source node

Finally, we need the average waiting time at the source node (Wc) to find the average message latency
in Eq. (1). Since the average waiting time accounts for the time consumed outside the router, it can be
seen as the delay in the Network Interface (NI). Typically the delay is due to two data transfers involved
in the NI. One is from the host to the NI and the other is from the NI to the router or network. In this model
we only consider the transfer time from the NI to the network. To facilitate real-time scheduling in the
NI, we assume that the NI buffer is divided intoC classes and the VirtualClock algorithm is implemented
among theC buffers[19].

The average waiting time consists of two parts. The first part is the time spent in the injection channel
before arriving at the head of the respective queue. Since each class has a dedicated injection buffer,
messages are transfered in FIFO manner within each class, Thus, the waiting time can be obtained by
the queueing time of anM/G/1 queue as (λgcLc

2
(1+ δ2/Lc2))/(2(1− λgcLc)) with an arrival rateλgc ,

mean service timeLc, and varianceδ2 ≈ (Lc − T )2. The second part is the delay due to the VirtualClock
algorithm, and is given by the average number of cycles required to transfer the header flit of a message to
the network. This is simplySc in Eq.(6) for the single router model. For modeling of a cluster interconnect,
we can getSc by

Sc =
n−1∑
s=0

Sc,s ·
λ′c,s
λ′c

(14)

whereSc,s is the average number of cycles required to transfer a flit of classcmessage which uses physical
channels for its first path.λ′c,s andλ′c are defined before while derivingLc.

Summation of two parts yields the average waiting time as

Wc = λ
g
cLc

2
(1+ δ2/Lc2)

2(1− λgcLc)
+ Sc. (15)

3.4. Deadline missing probability

In the previous sections, we derive the average message latency for all traffic classes. In addition to
message latency, deadline missing probability (DMP) of time-constrained applications has been used as
a performance parameter[14,36]. Since a wormhole-switched network cannot provide a hard guarantee
due to chained blocking, the system can provide a soft guarantee in terms of the probability of missing a
deadline. For a given source and destination pair, the probability of missing the deadline is the probability
that a message cannot be delivered within a specified time (D). The above definition can be generalized for
the average case. Here, we consider the deadline to traverse a network. Source queueing is not included
to keep the discussion simple. Using the network latency of classc, we can find the deadline missing
probability as follows.

3.4.1. Deadline missing probability in a single router
We compute the DMP for a classc traffic in a single router. The network latency of classc, Lc, is a

discrete random variable,Lc. Like Eq.(2), the network latency (Lc) for 1≤ c ≤ C can be written as

Lc = (Bc +M)Sc + P − 1, (16)
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whereBc is the message blocking in a pipelined wormhole router andSc the effect of bandwidth sharing
mechanism of the VirtualClock algorithm.

While blocking happens among the same class of messages, the sharing depends on the traffic of other
classes. Thus, these two random variables (Bc andSc) are independent. We can combine them to a random
parameter,βc = (Bc +M)Sc. We know thatβc = Lc − (P − 1) andβc ≥ M.

Let Pm,c(D) be the probability of missing the deadlineD of classc. If we can find the c.d.f. of
Lc, P{Lc ≤ D}, thenPm,c(D) is 1− P{Lc ≤ D}(= 1− P{βc ≤ D′}), whereD′ = D− (P − 1).

For an accurate estimation ofβc, first we consider the two random variables(Bc andSc) separately and
then combine them. To compute the blocking lengthBc, note that blocking is possible at the input buffer
stage, output buffer stage and arbitration stage. The worst case of blocking occurs when all these places
are occupied by other messages. Thus the worst blocking length will be (2 max(bs,M)+M) wherebs is
the input/output buffer size and M the message length. Let us assume that we know the probability mass
functionPm,c(B) of Bc ( Pm,c(B) = P{Bc = B}), which will be described later.

With a given blocking delay(B), the effective message length will be (M + B). When each flit of
(M + B) arrives at the head of the output VC, there are 2(C−2) combinations of other real-time traffic that
denote whether they occupy the corresponding output VCs or not. All these combinations will determine
how to share the bandwidth.

LetXc(i) be the number of flits, which needsSc(i) cycles at the output VC such that
∑2(C−2)−1
i=0 Xc(i) =

B +M, given that the blocking length isB. Thenβc, the actual delay for a blocking lengthB can be
denoted as

βc =
2(C−2)−1∑
i=0

Xc(i)Sc(i).

Let’s define the c.d.f. ofβc, P{βc ≤ D′}, as

P{βc ≤ D′} =
Bu∑
B=0

Xu0∑
X0=0

. . .

Xu
2(C−2)−1∑

X2(C−2)−1=0

Pm,c(B)Px,c(X0,0|B) . . . Px,c(X2(C−2)−1,2
(C−2)− 1|B). (17)

There are (2(C−2)+ 1) summation notations in Eq.(17). The first notation is forB and the remaining
2(C−2) notations correspond to the total number of combinations of the output VC status. In Eq.(17),
Px,c(X, i|B) is the probability thatXc(i) = X given the blocking length isB. Bu, the upper bound of
B, is 2 max(bs,M)+M which represents the worst case of blocking,Xu0 = min(B +M,D′/Sc(0)), and
Xui = D′ −

∑i−1
j=0 Sc(j)Xj/Sc(i), for 1≤ i ≤ 2(C−2)− 1.

We need the solution ofPm,c(B) andPx,c(X, i|B) to find the deadline missing probability. Since the
exact estimation of the terms is extremely hard, we approximate these probabilities from the operational
behavior of the router/network. UsingPb,c in Eq. (3), we can getPm,c(B) as follows. Since the blocking
length(Bc) varies between 0 and 2 max(bs,M)+M, under the uniform distribution assumption,Pm,c(B)
can be written as

Pm,c(B) ≈



1− Pb,c, B = 0
Pb,c/(2 max(bs,M)+M), 1≤ B ≤ 2 max(bs,M)+M
0, otherwise.

(18)
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Similarly we can getPx,c(X, k|B) usingPc(k), which is derived in Eq.(8). SinceXc(i) = Pc(i) · (B +
M) for a givenB, we assume thatXc(i) varies between 0 and (B +M) under the uniform distribution
assumption. Hence,

Px,c(X, k|B) ≈



1− Pc(k), X = 0
Pc(k)/(B +M), 1≤ X ≤ (B +M)
0, otherwise.

(19)

3.4.2. Deadline missing probability in a hypercube interconnect
The DMP for the single router model is extended to compute the DMP for a classc traffic that traverses

hhops in ann-cube network. We start with the network latency expression,Lc. The network latency for a
givenPath, which is a set ofh channels traversed by a message using e-cube routing, can be modified as

Lc =
∑
s∈Path

(Bc,sSc,s + P)+ ((Bc,n +M)Sc,n + P − 1), (20)

whereBc,s (0 ≤ s ≤ n− 1) is the blocking length seen by a header flit of classc in channels, andSc,s the
number of cycles required for transferring a flit of classc in channels. The first term in Eq.(20)represents
the time spent at each hop, and the last term denotes the time at the ejection channel. Note that this does
not include the queueing delay outside the router. As in the single router case, we combine the two random
variables toβc,s. Thus, we write

∑
s∈Pathe(βc,s) = Lc − (P − 1+ Ph), where Pathe includes the ejection

channel (Pathe = Path∪ {n}). βc,s is given byβc,s = Bc,sSc,s, 0≤ s ≤ n− 1 andβc,n = (Bc,n +M)Sc,n.
LetD′ = D− (P − 1+ Ph) andPh,c,s(Ds) be the p.m.f ofβc,s(Ph,c,s(Ds) = P{βc,s = Ds}).

LetPm,c(D) be the probability of missing the deadlineD for a givenPath = {s1, s2, . . . sh}. If we can find
the c.d.f. ofLc, P{Lc ≤ D}, thenPm,c(D) is 1− P{Lc ≤ D}(= 1− P{∑s∈Pathe βc,s ≤ D′}). Considering
the delay of each hop(βc,s1, βc,s2 . . . ) independent to each other, we can write

P




∑
s∈Pathe

(βc,s) ≤ D′

 =

Dush+1∑
Dsh+1=M

. . .

Dus1∑
Ds1=0

Ph,c,s1(Ds1) . . . Ph,c,sh+1(Dsh+1). (21)

The above equation has (h+ 1) terms corresponding to the (h+ 1) hops a message travels(including the
ejection channel). The lower bound of each hop except the (h+ 1)th hop is zero. From

∑
s∈Pathe(βc,s) ≤ D′,

we can get the upper bounds asDusi = D′ −
∑h+1
j=i+1Dsj andDush+1

= D′.
We can compute the p.m.f (Ph,c,s(Ds)) in Eq. (21) from the c.d.f. (P{βc,s ≤ Ds}) by Ph,c,s(Ds) =

P{βc,s ≤ Ds} − P{βc,s ≤ Ds − 1}. Rewriting Eq.(17), we obtainP{βc,s ≤ Ds} as

P{βc,s ≤ Ds} =
Bu∑
B=0

Xu0∑
X0=0

. . .

Xu
2(C−2)−1∑

X2(C−2)−1=0

Pm,c,s(B)Px,c,s(X0,0|B) . . . Px,c,s(X2(C−2)−1,2
(C−2)− 1|B).

(22)

As explained in Eq.(17), there are 2(C−2)+ 1 summation notations in Eq.(22). Pm,c,s(B) is the p.m.f

of Bc,s andPx,c,s(X, i|B) the probability thatXc,s(i) = X for a givenB (
∑2(C−2)−1
i=0 Xc,s(i) = B).
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βc,s =
∑2(C−2)−1
i=0 Xc,s(i)Sc,s(i).Bu is defined in the single router model, whileXu0 = min(B,Ds/Sc,s(0)),

Xui = Ds −
∑i−1
j=0 Sc,s(j)Xj/Sc,s(i). For the ejection channel (s = n), the c.d.f. is slightly different, and

should include the message lengthM with blocking lengthB. So,Px,c,s(X, i|B),0 ≤ i ≤ 2(C−2)− 1,
will be replaced byPx,c,n(X, i|B +M),0 ≤ i ≤ 2(C−2)− 1. Also, the upper bound ofX0 changes to
Xu0 = min(B +M,Ds/Sc,n(0)).

From Eq.(18), Pm,c,s(B) can be written as

Pm,c,s(B) ≈



1− Psb,c, B = 0
Psb,c/(2 max(bs,M)+M), 1≤ B ≤ 2 max(bs,M)+M
0, otherwise,

(23)

wherePsb,c is the blocking probability of classc in channelsas per Eq.(11).
Similarly from Eq.(19), we can getPx,c,s(X, k|B) from Pc,s(k) as

Px,c,s(X, k|B) ≈



1− Pc,s(k), X = 0
Pc,s(k)/B, 1≤ X ≤ B
0, otherwise.

Note that all these equations can be derived from the single router model for a given number of hops(h)
and for a physical channelsby setting the proper boundary values.

4. Performance results

In this section, we analyze the performance results for a 16-port router andn-cubes of various sizes.
The performance parameters are average message/network latency (in cycles) and deadline missing
probability(DMP). To validate the analytical models, we have developed a flit-level simulator using
CSIM. The default parameters used in this study are given inTable 1. In the following subsections, we
discuss only a selected set of results.

The results are reported for a mixed workload of two real-time (R1, R2) and one best-effort (BE)
traffic types. For a given real-time load in messages/cycle, we generate two types of real-time traffic such
that the intergeneration time of the second type is twice that of the first type. For example, if the input
load is 0.01, then the intergeneration time for the first real-time traffic (R1) is 100 cycles, and for the
second real-time traffic (R2) is 200 cycles. If there are 3 types of real-time traffic, the intergeneration
time of R2 is given by 1.5× (intergeneration time of R1) and that of R3 is given by 2× (intergeneration
time of R1). So in the following figures, real-time load implies the message generation rate of R1 only.
The actual link load should include R1, R2, and BE. Note that these intergeneration times are used to

Table 1
Simulation parameters

Switch size Single router : 16× 16
n-cube : (n+ 1)× (n+ 1)

Message size (M) 32 flits
Input/output buffer size 32 flits (or 4, 16, 64)
Number of VCs 3 (or 4)
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represent theVtick values (Vtickc = 1/(λgcM). Best-effort traffic load is generated independent of the
real-time traffic. After determining the intergeneration time for each class, messages are generated using
exponential distribution.

4.1. Single router results

We first validate the analytical model with simulation results for the 16-port router.Fig. 4(a)shows the
variation of average network latency (Lc) for the three classes of traffic. The analytical and simulation
results differ at most by 5%. The graphs exhibit the QoS ability of the router in that both classes of
real-time traffic incur smaller latency compared to the best-effort traffic, and also the R1 traffic with a
smallerVtick value has better performance than the R2 class with a higherVtick value. (Although not
shown in the figure, it was observed that by replacing the VirtualClock algorithm with Round Robin, the
performance differences were lost. Rather R1 latency was higher than R2 latency since its input load was
higher.)

Fig. 4(b)depicts the effect of the VirtualClock scheduler. Since the best-effort messages are serviced
only when there are no real-time messages, and a separate VC is provided for each type of traffic, the
best-effort load variation does not affect the real-time traffic latencies.

Fig. 5 plots individual components of the average message latency (Latencyc) and how they change
with the real-time load. In the figure, the queueing time represents the average waiting time (Wc), the
transfer time is given by (T ), and (Lc − T ) represents delay due to blocking and sharing. By comparing
Figs. 4(a) and 5, it is evident that with the inclusion of the average waiting time (Wc), the latency difference
between the real-time traffic and best-effort traffic increases. Also, the graphs indicate that with increasing
real-time load, the waiting time and the blocking time of best-effort traffic increases faster compared to
those of real-time traffic.

Fig. 4. Network latency comparison of analytical model and simulation model in a 16-port router with (a) varying real-time load
and fixed best-effort load (0.01 msgs/cycle), and (b) varying best-effort load and fixed real-time load (R1: 0.005 msgs/cycle).
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Fig. 5. Components of message latency in a 16-port router with varying real-time load and fixed best-effort load (0.01 msgs/cycle).
(a) Analytical model, (b) simulation model.

Fig. 6shows the simulation results for Fair Queueing, VirtualClock and Weighted Round Robin schedul-
ing algorithms in order to reconfirm that these three algorithms have the same/similar performance[37].
The average network latency curves for each traffic type (R1, R2, BE) match over the entire work-
load. We also get similar performance from our analytical model for the VirtualClock algorithm, as

Fig. 6. Comparison of VirtualClock, Fair Queueing, and Weighted Round Robin in the 16-port router with varying real-time
load and fixed best-effort load (0.01 msgs/cycle).
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depicted inFig. 4 (a). Thus, we can restrict our discussion to only the VirtualClock algorithm, although
the results are applicable to the other two scheduling schemes. Moreover, unlike the bounding analy-
sis reported in[38,39,37], here we can predict the average behavior of the work conserving scheduling
mechanisms.

4.2. n-cube results

Fig. 7(a)–(c)depict the average network latency (Lc) results form the analytical and simulation models
in a 5-, 6- and a 7-cube, respectively. The figures reveal that the analytic results closely match with the
simulation results. For the 7-cube, the error in the best-effort results is relatively large for higher workload.
This is due to the fact that with the same total load, the best-effort traffic enters the saturation region faster.

Fig. 7. Network latency comparison of analytical and simulation models in (a) a 5-cube, (b) a 6-cube and (c) a 7-cube with
varying real-time load and fixed best-effort load (0.002 msgs/cycle).
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Fig. 8. Latency components of analytical model and simulation model in a 6-cube with varying real-time load and fixed best-effort
load (0.002 msgs/cycle). (a) Analytical model, (b) simulation model.

Fig. 8shows individual components of the average message latency(Latencyc) and how they change with
the real-time load. The results reconfirm the validity of the analytic model.

Fig. 9 plots the variation in best-effort traffic latency (Lc) as a function of both real-time and best-
effort load in a 6-cube. The results support our intuition that for a fixed best-effort load and increas-
ing real-time load, the network latency of best-effort traffic should increase faster than for a fixed
real-time load and increasing best-effort load. As mentioned earlier, the network latency is affected
by two different parameters: one is due to blocking and the other is due to sharing. Generally the
blocking delay of a particular class is proportional to its input load, while the delay due to shar-
ing increases as the workload of other types increases. For the best-effort traffic, the delay due to
sharing seems to be the main contributing factor. Hence, with a fixed real-time traffic, the latency of
best-effort traffic (LC) is not affected significantly by the best-effort load as much as by the real-time
load.

Fig. 10shows the network latency in a 6-cube with different best-effort message length (M = 64). The
message length of best-effort is two times that of the real-time message. By comparingFig. 7, which
has same lengths for all messages, it is evident that the latency of real-time traffic is not affected by
the length of best-effort message. Using the model as a design tool, inFig. 11(a), we examined the
effect of input/output the buffer size. The results concur with prior studies in that the network latency is
marginally affected by the buffer size. Finally,Fig. 11(b)depicts the network latency results for a 6-cube
with 3 classes of real-time traffic and one best-effort traffic. With more classes of real-time traffic, the
best-traffic latency enters into saturation region even faster compare to the results ofFig. 7. The graphs
indicate that the rate-based scheduler favors higher priority traffic and thus, lower priority traffic suffers.

Next, we examine the accuracy of our analytical model with respect to bursty traffic using an ON/OFF
source. We again have two real-time and one best-effort traffic classes. For each real-time class, we
use 14 ON/OFF sources each with a generation rate ofλ

g
c/14 messages. The destinations are uniformly
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Fig. 9. Best-effort network latency in a 6-cube as a function of both real-time and best-effort load. (a) Analytical model, (b)
simulation model.

distributed.Fig. 12shows the network latencies of analytical and simulation models. Since the generation
is evenly scattered to avoid traffic burst by a NI, our analytical model can predict the network latency
without any modification, while we need another model to get the average waiting time at the source for
ON/OFF source.

4.3. Deadline missing probability results

Using the equations derived in Section3.4, we compute the deadline missing probabilities in a single
router and in a 6-cube. Note that we need a deadline parameterD to estimate the DMP. In our pipelined
router model, the minimum transfer time for a 32-flit message is 36 cycles (P +M − 1). Hence, we set

Fig. 10. Network Latency in a 6-cube with variable best-effort message length (M= 64) (best-effort traffic load: 0.002 msgs/cycle).
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Fig. 11. Network latency in a 6-cube with (a) different input/output buffer size (bs =4, 16, 32 and 64 flits) and (b) 3 real-time
classes under fixed best-effort load (0.002 msgs/cycle). (a) Various buffer sizes, (b) 3 real-time classes.

D = 42 or 47 cycles for the single router. Similarly for 2-hop messages in a 6-cube, the minimum transfer
time is 46 cycles (M + Ph+ P − 1). We setD = 55 or 60 cycles for 2-hop messages, andD = 70 or 75
cycles for 5-hop messages.

In Figs. 13 and 14, we plot the DMP results. In a 6-cube, the deadline missing probabilities of 2-hop and
5-hop messages are shown for differentD values. The single router results are more accurate compared
to the 6-cube results. This is because we approximate the upper bound of blocking length in each hop
to (2max(bs,M)+M) without accounting for the chained blocking. There is no chained blocking in a

Fig. 12. Network latency comparison of analytical model and simulation model with ON/OFF real-time traffic (a) in a 16-port
router with varying real-time load and fixed best-effort load (0.01 msgs/cycle), and (b) in a 6-cube with varying real-time load
and fixed best-effort load (0.002 msgs/cycle). (a) Single router, (b) 6-cube.
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Fig. 13. DMP comparison of analytical and simulation models in a single router with fixed best-effort load (0.01 msgs/cycle).
(a) Single router with deadline 42 cycles, (b) single router with deadline 47 cycles.

Fig. 14. DMP comparison of analytical and simulation models in a 6-cube with varying real-time load and fixed best-effort load
(0.002 msgs/cycle). (a) Deadline : 55 cycles (2 hops), 70 cycles (5 hops), (b) deadline : 60 cycles (2 hops), 75 cycles (5 hops).

single router and hence, the upper bound approximation is more accurate. Even with this approximation,
the deadline missing probability results from the analytical model of a 6-cube differ with the simulation
results by 10%.

5. Concluding remarks

Provisioning for QoS in cluster networks is becoming a pressing issue with the increasing use of clus-
ters in many commercial applications that need more sophisticated service than the traditional best-effort
service model. While a few design alternatives have been proposed to support QoS in clusters, to our
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knowledge, there is no efficient mathematical technique to evaluate the design trade-offs. The simulation
or limited implementation approach used in prior studies is expensive and inflexible in providing fast-hand
estimates to the wealth of questions that arise in making QoS design decisions. This paper introduces
an analytic model for evaluating QoS-aware wormhole routers and hypercube-style cluster networks,
designed using such routers. The model captures the pipelined design, and analyzes the blocking delay
at different stages of the pipe. In addition, the effect of VirtualClock scheduling to provide prioritized
service is reflected in the model. Comparison with the simulation results indicates that the router as well
as the hypercube models are quite accurate in predicting average message latency and deadline missing
probability.

The models can be used as an efficient design tool in studying various design trade-offs. For example,
the impact of message length, buffer length, scheduling mechanism, relative performance difference
between two traffic types, and many other design questions can be answered quickly using the model
either for a single cluster or for a multi-switch cluster. Such performance estimates and quick design
overviews are difficult to obtain via a simulation study.

The present model can be improved in a variety of ways and some of them are currently pur-
sued in our group. First, the exponential arrival distribution and ON/OFF model for real-time traf-
fic may not be quite practical. We need to develop a model with a CBR/VBR source to capture in-
puts like media streams. Second, QoS comes with different connotations, and extension of the model
to predict other performance parameters such as bandwidth assurance should be useful. Next, the
model can be extended to other topologies. Finally, co-evaluation of a cluster network with net-
work interfaces should answer many questions regarding the QoS ability of an entire communication
system.
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Appendix A. The appendix summarizes the principal traffic rates in ann-cube

A.1. Traffic rates in an n-cube router

Two types of messages arrive at a router using the input channels. One is called a terminating
message, and the other is a transit message that passes through the router using one output chan-
nel. Let λtc be the total transit message rate of trafficc at a router. The generation rate of trafficc
in the steady state isλ′c. Therefore, the total message rate at the output of a router (over all then
output channels) isλc = λtc + λ′c. Let λt,sc be the transit message arrival rate of trafficc from other
nodes at physical channels of a router. Similarly,λ′c,s represents traffic generated by the source node
for a physical channels and virtual channelc. We give here the expressions derived in[26] for
completeness.
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The transient message arrival rate at physical channels and virtual channelc of a router is given
by

λt,sc =
n∑
k=2

Pkλ
′
c


 M∑
j=m

sCj−1 · n−s−1Ck−j
nCk




where 0≤ s ≤ (n− 1),m = max(2, k − n+ s+ 1), and M = min(s+ 1, k). The traffic generation
rates have the following relations.

λtc =
n∑
k=2

Pk(k − 1)λ′c, λc = λtc + λ′c =
n∑
k=1

Pkkλ
′
c

New messages for physical channelsand VCc are generated at a rateλgc,s by the local host, and is given
by

λgc,s =
n−s∑
k=1

Pkλ
g
c · n−s−1

Ck−1

nCk
.

The message rate for each virtual channelc in ann-cube is the same regardless of its position, and is
given as

λc,s = λ′c ·
h̄

n
= λc
n
.

A.2. Computation ofBmiddle(c, s) for Eq. (10)

To computeBmiddle(c, s), we use the delay model from[26], except that we include the input and output
queueing delays, while[26] captures only blocking delay.

Bmiddle(c, s) =
(

1− P1 · λ′c
n · λ′c,s

)

×
n−1∑
j=s+1

P
j

b,c · (max(bs,M)+ dc,j)
∑n−j−1
m=0 Pm+2(m+ 1)n−j−1Cm/ nCm+2∑n−s−1

m=0 Pm+2 n−s−1Cm+1/ nCm+2

,

dc,s = 1

2


max(M,bs)+M + (1− Pt,s)

n−1∑
j=s+1

P
j

b,c · (dc,j +max(M,bs)) ·H{j|s}

 ,

Pt,s =
s∑
k=0

Pk+1 · sCk

nCk+1
· 1

S(0)
,
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H{j|s} =
n−j−1∑
m=0

s∑
k=0

Pm+k+2 · n−j−1Cm · sCk
nCm+k+2

· (m+ 1)

S(1)
,

and

S(j) =
n−s−1∑
m=j

n−s−1Cm ·
s∑
k=0

Pm+k+1 · sCk

nCm+k+1
.
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